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Résumé
Alors que la majorité des recherches sur la médium Hélène Smith s’intéresse à ses exploits linguistiques et à leur célébration dans les cercles 
surréalistes, cet article situe ses peintures réalisées en état de « transe » entre le surréalisme et le symbolisme et soutient que la créativité médi- 
umnique a contribué à transformer la théorie symboliste en pratique visuelle.Vers la fin des années I 890, avant de faire l'objet de la fascination 
d’André Breton, Smith a « collaboré » avec le psychologue expérimental Théodore Flournoy qui fondait sa théorie de l’« imagination créative » 
sur les capacités extraordinaires de Smith. Lors de son étude du cas Smith, Flournoy a opéré entièrement à l’intérieur des paradigmes de la 
psychologie expérimentale française, qui a été institutionnalisée en France par le truchement d’une méthode pathologique. Les médiums et leurs 
phénomènes concomitants sont devenus des espaces critiques d'expérimentation, dans un esprit similaire à la triade tristement célèbre de sujets 
psychologiques « les primitifs, les fous et les enfants »—préconisée parThéodule Ribot. Les phénomènes médiummques dont fait partie la 
créativité inhabituelle étaient donc considérés comme une voie scientifique menant à la vérité sur la vie intérieure de l’être humain, en d’autres 
mots comme un moyen d’« objectiver le subjectif » . S’il n’est pas possible d’établir des liens directs entre l’oeuvre de Smith et celle d’artistes 
symbolistes comme les Nabis, les écrits de Jules Bois, en particulier son commentaire inspiré sur une « esthétique spiritiste », doivent se lire en 
lien avec la psychologie expérimentale française et la réévaluation par celle-ci du pathologique comme scientifiquement utile. Situer dans son 
contexte la place qu'occupait Hélène Smith à titre d’objet privilégié de la psychologie expérimentale française permet de jeter un éclairage sur 
les conditions intellectuelles requises pour que l’altérité devienne un espace d’investissement pour l'avant-garde.

José Pierres modest 1976 book on Symbolist art, Le Symbol

isme, included a full-page reproduction of a painting by the me
dium Hélène Smith, alphabetically inserted between works by 
Georges Seurat and Léon Spilliaert.1 Later than any other work 
reproduced in the book and the only painting by a medium- 
artist, the self-portrait of Smith with her guardian angel (fig. 1) 
was placed on an equal footing with canonical works by well- 
known Symbolists, in a grouping far more sélective than the 
one presented, for example, at the massive 1995 exhibition Lost 
Paradise: Symbolist Europe1

Pierres text outlined Smith’s biography but providcd littlc 
indication of why the author chose to include her in a book 
on Symbolism, bcyond her works possessing a certain family 
resemblance to paintings by the Pre-Raphaelites and works ex- 
hibited in the Salons de la Rose+Croix. He did not suggest that 
Smith was a follower of Symbolism, or that she had any in
fluence on some strain of Symbolism persisting into the early 
twentieth century. For the historian of Symbolist art, the inclu
sion of the work is troubling or, at the very lcast, provocative. Is 
it merely symptomatic of the problem of defining a Symbolist 
aesthetic,3 or did Pierre, best known as a member and historian 
of the Surrealist movement, attempt to make a more subtle his- 
toriographical intervention by forging an implicit link between 
Symbolism and Surrealism?

Pierres knowledge of Smith and her trance paintings was 
fîltered through the Surrealists, and especially André Breton, 
who discussed the medium and reproduced a number of her 
works, including Hélène and Her Guardian Angel, in his 1933 
Minotaure article “Le message automatique.”71 Breton was fa- 
miliar with her work both through an exhibition held in Paris 
in 1932 and through Waldemar Deonnas lengthy study of the 

same year.5 But Smith’s paintings, while displaying a certain na
ïveté, were visually at odds with the kind of mediumistic art that 
would eventually be subsumed under the Surrealist-supported 
project ofArt brut, exemplified by the intricate, non-naturalistic 
work of medium-artists such as Augustin Lesage, Madge Gill, 
or Raphaël Lonné.6 And in fact, although he reproduced her 
paintings, Breton hardly discussed them; his fascination lay 
rather with Smith’s mediumistic abilities in automatic writing 
and glossolalia, as studied and fostered by the experimental psy- 
chologist Théodore Flournoy.7

Whatever Pierres intentions, the inclusion of Hélène Smith 
in a book on Symbolist art, as an artist, begs important ques
tions about the intcrrelationships between Symbolism, medi
umship, and what Flournoy would awkwardly refer to in 1896 
as “the study of the soûl that has constituted itself as a positivist 
science,” in other words the discipline of experimental psychol
ogy, ncwly institutionalized in late nineteenth-century France.8 
Smith’s paintings, resting uneasily between Symbolism and Sur
realism, shed light not only on the mediumistic valences of both 
these movements, but also demonstrate how the methods of 
experimental psychology as applicd to “scientific” spiritism were 
implicated in Symbolist aesthetics.9 Moreover, I wish to argue, 
they suggest the importance of French experimental psychol
ogy’s methodological basis in pathology as a critical intellectual 
precondition for what I will call an expanded canon of other- 
ness, the véritable explosion in artistic interest in alterity, in late 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century art.

Between late 1894 and 1900, Flournoy came to participate 
regularly in the séances Smith had been giving since 1892. The 
psychologist was particularly interested in Smith’s triple medi
umship—visual, auditory, and “typtological”—and his analyses
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Figure I. Elise-Cathérine Müllcr (Hélène Smith), Hélène and Her Guardian 
Angel, 1912. Oil on wood panel, 235 x 154 cm. Paris, ABCD—Art Brut 
Connaissance et Diffusion (inv. 337-755) (Photo: ABCD -Art Brut 
Connaissance et Diffusion).

resulted in the widely influential study of 1899, Des Indes à la 
planète Mars. Etude sur un cas de somnambulisme avec glossola
lie. Flournoy considered her extraordinary manifestations— 
written and verbal evidence of her purported spirit travels to 
fourteenth-century India, to Mars and beyond—to be rich 
products of her imagination. Using the term “imagination créa
trice,” Smith’s case cnabled Flournoy to argue that the imagi
nation was essentially and unconsciously créative; that it could 
produce endlessly, without the involvement of the will, in the 
aim of confirming and reiterating a believing self In claiming 
that Smith’s spirit manifestations were entirely products of her 
mind, Flournoy angered the spiritist community who contin- 

ued to believe in the extra-bodily and extra-terrestrial source of 
Smith’s talents.

Smith herself felt betrayed by Flournoy’s book, and soon 
broke dramatically with the man she had seen as her collabora- 
tor, scientific champion and, at times, companion in her out 
of body travels.10 She turned to painting and to the final, re- 
ligious phase of her mediumistic activities—she now elaimed 
to be channelling the hand of God. If Flournoy had insisted 
that her créative abilitics had emerged solcly from hcr imagi
nation, her unswerving belief provoked hcr to prove that her 
crcativity was entirely divinely inspired. Despite their disillu- 
sionment with experimental psychology, Smith and her sup
porters still held out hopc that science would bolster their 
daims. Increasingly, they turned to the objective tool of pho- 
tography in order to establish the otherworldly source of her 
mediumistic powers.11

1 his new phase of mediumistic creativity began around 
1 904, and threc years later Smith started producing large panel 
paintings depicting life-size figures from the New Testament. 
She elaimed to hâve produced the paintings during hypnotic 
trances, dircctly at the behest of her spirit guide who had by 
now metamorphosed into Jésus Christ. Although it was down- 
played in contemporary sources, Smith underwent a period of 
art training immediatcly following her rupture with Flournoy. 
lhe training was crucial; it cnabled her to tackle these ambitious 
paintings, which, although seemingly naïve in their drawing of 
the figure, display a sophisticated oil painting technique and 
highly detailed painted végétation, much more naturalistic than 
the schematic drawings and watercolours she had produced 
while under Flournoy’s observation (fig. 2). But more impor
tant, it made her aware of traditional painting methods such 
that she could now claim to deviate from them when not under 
the power of her own will, but under spirit guidance.12

The combination of a detailed technique with the dream- 
like atmosphère and flattencd, slightly out of proportion figures 
of works such as Hélène and Her Guardian Angel invited com- 
parisons with the paintings of Henri Rousseau in the occultist 
journal La Vie mystérieuse (fig. 3). Without reproducing Smith’s 
works, one of the journal’s most frequent contributors, Fernand 
Girod, noted the visual similarities between hers and Rous- 
scau’s paintings in an article of 1911. Surely the similarities and 
their comparable ambitions of scale encouraged the author’s 
somewhat surprising identification of Rousseau as a medium- 
painter.13 But as Nancy Ircson has argued, attributing Rous- 
seau’s works to mediumistic inspiration makes sense only within 
the context of a widespread conflation of différence, in which 
mediumistic art was placed in the sanie category as the art of 
primitives, children, and the insaneM Identifying Rousseau as a 
medium was less about the spécifie qualities of his painting and 
more about ascribing his art to a very broad category of “other.”
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Figure 2. Elise-Cathérine Müllcr (Hélène Smith), Fxtra-Terrestrial Plants, ca. 1899 1900. Ink and watercolour, dimensions unknown. Previously collection of 
Dr. Olivier Flournoy, Gcneva (Photo: reproduced from Olivier Flournoy, Théodore et Léopold. De Théodore Flournoy à la psychanalyse, Neuchâtel, 1986).

In 1913, Smith published a pamphlet meticulotisly dcscrib- 
ing the évolution of one of her final large-scale religious paint- 
ings, Judas, over the course of sixty-five sessions.15 Although 
photographs were taken of various stages of the painting along 
the way, they remained unpublished until after Smith s death, 
but were mentioned in the press and presumably shown, ritual- 
fashion, to the sympathctic visitors who made the pilgrimage to 
her tiny apartment in Geneva.16

The pamphlet and the photographs (fig. 4) were intended 
to document the non-academic and irrational progression of 
the paintings, and thus to function as proof of their spirit ori- 
gins. In the photographs of Judas a landscape first appears, fol- 
lowcd by Judas’s lower legs and a single fioating eye against the 
rock formation. The rest of the figure is then filled in. One of 
Smith’s most tireless supporters, Auguste Lemaître, called her 
illogical painting process “centrifugal”: “The painted areas suc- 
ceed each other,” Lemaître wrote, “in the following centrifugal 
order: the eyes and nose, the cheeks, the nose and the lower part 
of the face, the beard and hair.”17 This unusual process, differing 
from the practices Smith would hâve been taught during her 
painting classes, iterated the otherness of the works’ création. 
The finished paintings could not hâve made the point them- 
selves, but the photographs underlined that the genesis of the 
paintings was not normal, but supernormal, and thus signalled, 
for Smith and her followers, the présence of the divine.

But alrcady for Flournoy, the médiums otherness had sig
nalled her usefulness as an object of study. Since the 1870s, 
French experimental psychology had sought to detach itself 
from academie philosophy, asserting its claim to be a scientijic 
discipline by recourse to a pathological method.18 Its authority 
deriving from the work of Auguste Comte and Claude Bernard, 
the pathological method posited a quantitative and functional 
relationship between the normal and the pathological, suggest- 
ing that studying one was the best way of shedding light on 
the other.19

In France, experimental psychology focused on defining 
and institutionalizing itself as an experimental science primar- 
ily through its attention to the pathological: to both so-called 
pathological peoples—“madmen, primitives and children” ac- 
cording to the famous triad of Théodule Ribot—and patho
logical or abnormal phenomena in otherwise normal people, 
including somnambulism and hallucination, the path particu- 
larly recommended by Hippolyte Taine. Médiums were consid- 
ered especially good subjects because of their spontaneous dém
onstrations of such abnormal phenomena. Ail together these 
pathologies were understood to be “experiments prepared by 
nature,”20 particularly rich sources of obscrvational material for 
determining the universal, normal laws of human psychology.

In both her collaboration with Flournoy and in her cycle 
of mediumistic paintings Smith provided examples of abnormal
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Figure 3. Cover of La Vie mystérieuse 69 (10 November 1911), reproducing 
Henri Rousseau, The Snake Charmer 1907 (Photo: © British Library Board. 
Ail Rights Reserved RP.597.hg).

creativity, a human faculty of particular interest in the realm of 
psychology and, needless to say, within artistic circles. Many 
Symbolist artists, highly self-conscious about the psychological 
processes of création,21 and searching for methods outside tradi- 
tional academie norms, had already, long before the Surrealists 
and in a much different context from the 1920s and 1930s, 
corne to see mediumistic processes of création as rich sources of 
expérimentation for achieving the complex and contradictory 
aesthetic goals of the late 1 880s and 1890s.22 Mediumistic phe
nomena, as privileged pathological objects of experimental psy
chology, would become part of an expanded canon of otherness 
deemed useful, even crucial to putting the aesthetic théories of 
the period into practice.

Among other statements, Gustave Kahn’s pithy formula 
for Symbolism of “objectifying the subjective,”23 while reduc- 
tive, invited a scientific solution to the Symbolist problem of 
exteriorizing and universalizing one’s own interior states, and 
suggested analogies with experimental psychology’s ambitions 

to become the positivist science of the soûl. Even G.-Albert Au- 
rier, often seen to be among the most anti-science of Symbolist 
critics, would, like many writers of the time, refer to “false sci
ence,” suggesting that far from entirely bankrupt, science had 
the potential to be recuperated as “true.”24

The introduction to an enormously popular book in Sym
bolist circles of the 1890s, Edouard Schuré’s Les Grands Initiés, 
argued that the new discipline of experimental psychology had 
already, in 1889, gone some distance towards “objectifying the 
subjective,” especially in the attention paid to phenomena such 
as somnambulism and mediumship. After praising the advances 
made by experimental methods in the domain of psychology, 
Schuré concluded that for the desired réconciliation of religion 
and science to corne about, “Science would not hâve to change 
its methods, but extend its sphere.”25 Making his admiration 
for experimental methods explicit, Schuré prefaced his intro
duction with an epigraph from Claude Bernard invoking the 
physiologist s hope that experimentalism would eventually serve 
to unify science, philosophy, and the arts.26

Schuré’s “extended sphere” of study included mediumship 
and mapped onto psychology’s chosen methodological terrain 
of pathologies, those “experiments prepared by nature.” Under 
the umbrella of the abnormal, a vast range of otherness was 
newly privileged as providing paths to universal, but difficult 
to access truths. Spiritists and occultists, including authors such 
as Schuré and médiums like Hélène Smith, were encouraged 
by the attention of positivist science to these odd phenomena. 
From their point of view, and from the point of view of many 
psychologists who tended to the more spiritualist end of the 
belief spectrum, positive scientific proof of the afterlifc was just 
around the corner.

From a Symbolist’s perspective, regardless of an artists 
spiritual or religious beliefs, the cultivation of pathology or oth
erness, including mediumistic creativity, thus had the potential 
to perform a dual function: it suggested a method of making 
outside academie norms, now considered to be bankrupt, and it 
promised an objective, experimental way to establish truth. In 
addition, the seductive binary logic of the pathological method 
and its potential for reversai appcaled to the particular theoreti- 
cal and strategie mindset of the Symbolists: while Naturalism 
had “subjectified the objective,” Symbolists wanted to reverse 
the paradigm by “objectifying the subjective.” While most 
nineteenth-century artists had painted the exterior world, Sym
bolists were now going to focus on new realms of the interior. 
Their cultivation of altcred states of consciousness should thus 
be understood in relation to both scientific spiritism and scien
tific experimentalism.

Lemaître compared Smith’s paintings to those of Fra An- 
gelico, strategically linking her with an artist considered to 
be the epitome of religious piety. But the comparison went
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Figure 4. Photographer unknown, Flisc-Cathérine Müllcr (Hélène Smith), four stages of Judas, 1913, oil on canvas. 225 x 155 cm. Location of photographs 
and paintings unknown (Photo: reproduced from Waldemar Deonna. De /a planète Mars on Terre Sainte. Paris. 1932, plates XIII and XIV. © British Library 
Board. Ail Rights Rcscrved 8633.h. 12).

further: like Smith, Lemaître argued, Fra Angelico was com- 
monly thought to hâve painted in a somnambulant state.27 
Maurice Denis was one of Symholism’s most ardent admirers 
of Fra Angelico, recording his admiration for “le Beato” as early 
as 1885.28 Like Fra Angelico’s figures, Denis’s gliding, curv- 
ing women frequently lend themselves to being interpreted as 
moving in somnambulant states (fig. 5), although we hâve no 
spécifie évidence that Denis understood Fra Angelico’s painting 
process in the same way as Lemaître did. However, Denis did 
consider the aesthetic possibilities of a somnambulant state for 
the sake of his own créative process and he did so in light of his 
own understanding of and interest in scientific psychology. As 
Filiz Burhan and Jean-Paul Bouillon hâve shown, Denis and his 
fellow Nabis were steeped in the new psychology through their 
lycée éducation; above ail, the influence of Taine can be clearly 
discerned in Denis’s various writings.29

Denis recalled the abnormal mental processes he had cul- 
tivated to croate the drawings inspired by Paul Verlaine’s poem 
Sagesse, a project he began in 1889 with a view to breaking into 
Symbolist circles (see, for example, fig. 6). The rcferencc in this 
passage to the British psychologist Herbert Spencer, much ad- 
mired by French experimental psychologists and especially by 
Ribot and Taine, underlined the scientific aspirations of Denis’s 
psychological self-experimentation:

Introspection: I imagine myself reflecting on the Sagesse 
drawings. I hâve left college.. .full of Spencer; I see to it that 
my machine of associations functions in such a way that my 
discursive reason, my dialectic judgment do not intervene: 
the relationship between the music of a certain line, between 

a certain image of the poet and my own image suddcnly ap- 
pears in my consciousness; the more fortuitous, involuntary, 
uncxplained the relationship, the more I am aware of its joy 
and sensuous delight. The more impoverished the image, 
the more it is redueed to only those éléments of which I 
am conscious, of which I am master, and the more appro- 
priate it seems to me. It is important, then, to be ignorant 
and empty. ...Artists who hâve done Breton Calvaries hâve 
avoided expressing these kinds of relationships. But now, for 
us, this awkwardness represents certain emotional states, cer
tain psychic facts.30

Similarly, Denis’s fellow Nabi, Edouard Vuillard, wrote in his 
early journal that the starting point for the artist’s perception of 
nature, and thus the créative process, might consist in cultivat- 
ing an automatic state: “If one’s mental apparatus is not in a 
state to grasp thèse relationships, to hold on to them for a mo
ment and to transfer them like a somnambulist onto a piece of 
paper or canvas it’s a waste of time.”31

Indccd, the instances of artists imagining or trying to put 
themselves in somnambulant, hypnotic, or other mediumistic 
states, or critics interpreting the créative act as related to altered 
states abound in the late 1880s and 1890s. Among others, they 
appear in relation to the writings, works, and critical récep
tion of Vincent van Gogh, Emile Bernard, Edvard Munch, and 
James Tissot. What is rarely taken into account, however, is how 
these references play out in relation to scientific method, and 
especially the methods of experimental psychology.

But what sorts of somnambulistic or mediumistic visual 
production did the Symbolists hâve access to and how was it
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Figure 5. Maurice Denis, Procession Under the Trees, 1892. Oil on canvas, 
56 x 81.5 cm. Collection of Peter Marino, New York (Photo: from Mûur/ce 
Denis 1870 1943, exh. caL., Pans, 2006; © SODRAC).

understood? dhe few drawings that Hélène Smith produced 
in the late 1890s were unknown within Symbolist circles, but 
artists may hâve been familiar with or at least aware of other 
examples of mediumistic drawings.32 These might broadly be 
divided into two categories: those produced by alrcady well- 
known figures who explored mediumistic creativity alongside 
their other créative activities—Victor Hugo and Victorien Sar- 
dou, for example—and those produced by anonymous médi
ums often inspired to take up peneil or paintbrush by a member 
of the scientific or spiritist establishment. The latter productions 
were usually understood either within the pathological context 
of mental illness, and given nosological or diagnostic value, 
or as proof of the supernormal. Until the early twentieth cen
tury we rarely find mediumistic visual production considered 
as art.33

However, Jules Bois’s 1897 article “L’Esthétique des esprits 
et celle des symbolistes” and the occultist-psychologist’s other 
writings establish provocative aesthetic guidelincs to the ways 
in which mediumistic creativity may hâve been viewed with
in Symbolist circles.34 Bois suggested that while mediumistic 
works were still understood to be pathological, the pathologi
cal was being revalued precisely in the artistic sphere, not so 
much fetishized, as one might argue it was for the Décadents, 
but viewed as potentially useful. lhe article, like much of Bois’s 
writing, is infused with the language of experimental psychol
ogy and his claim to want to “deoccultize the occult” is further 
typical of attempts during this period to bring scientific method 
to ali things spiritual.35

Bois believed that mediumship was a pathological phenom- 
enon, a “disease of the will,” afflicting individuals who were “sur

normal” or “sous-normal”: “It is not the normal man,” he wrote, 
“that expresses himself in these drawings that we hâve compared 
to spirit manifestations.”36 Yet far from denigrating mediumistic 
inspiration on this basis, Bois was keen to transform a négative 
understanding of such pathologies into a positive définition of 
the prophétie possibilities of mediumistic creativity.37

Part of this more positive définition involvcd distinguish- 
ing between the more banal visual productions of médiums and 
those works that could be described as possessing a consistent 
and dcfinable aesthetic, what Bois called a “spirit aesthetic” 
(“l’esthétique des esprits”). He gave three characteristics of this 
aesthetic, which ail went against academie norms: asymmetry, a 
profusion of novel forms tied to a horror vacui, and a so-called 
ambiguous line.3S Although he insisted that Symbolist artists 
such as Edouard Vuillard, Ker-Xavier Roussel, Emile Bernard, 
and Paul Sérusier were unaware of mediumistic drawings, he 
argued that their works displayed the samc kinds of abnormal 
characteristics, which in their case had corne about through a 
deliberate absence of control over the will.

In the introduction to his 1907 book, Le Miracle moderne, 
Bois took stock of the “study of the soûl that has constituted 
itself as a positivist science,” arguing that although much re- 
mained to be done, scientific or physiological psychology had 
already gone some distance, with the help of the pathological 
method, toward excavating the depths of the human soûl. He 
held Ribot to be psychology’s guiding force:

Modem psychophysiology, over which M. Th. Ribot pré
sidés as master, remains only at the surface of these pro- 
found investigations [of the soul]....The study of morbid 
states has...been very useful. By examining diseascs of per- 
sonality, intelligence, memory, and the will we can peer into 
the abyss of our being, the superior soul unknown under 
ordinary circumstances but always active, our true selves, 
that directs both our body and mind, uniting them in 
its mysteries.39

Here again Bois emphasized the pathological as a useful tool 
enabling the psychologist and the individual to explore the self. 
As one such objcct of study within this pathological canon, 
mediumship—a “disease ol the will”—provided access to the 
depths of the soul that so many Symbolist artists and writers 
of the 1890s had sought. Pathologies, différence, otherness, 
alterity provided pathways to truth, ways of exteriorizing the 
interior, projecting the self onto the plane of universal truth. In 
short, experimental psychology’s pathological method enabled 
the Symbolist directive to “objectify the subjective” to be poten
tially transformée! into practice.

Prefacing rcmarks made by Claude Bernard, the tower- 
ing figure who lay behind the attempts in France to bring psy
chology under the sway of both experimental method and the
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Figure 6. Maurice Denis, from a suite of drawings inspired by Paul Verlaine’s 
Sagesse, 1889-90. Black crayon on paper. Paris, Musée du Louvre, D.A.G. 
(fonds Orsay) (© SODRAC; Photo: RMN ! © Thierry Le Mage).

discipline of physiology, Friedrich Nietzsche wrotc, “It is the 
value of ail morbid states that they show us under a magnify- 
ing glass certain states that are normal—but not easily visible 
when normal.”40 At greater length, and with an cmphasis more 
befitting of the Symbolist project discussed above, the positivist 
philosopher and historian Ernest Renan made the importance 
of experimental psychology’s pathological method even clearer:

Sleep, madness, delirium, somnambulism, and hallucina
tion offer to the study of the psychology of individuals a 
field of experiment that is much more advantageous than 
the regular statc. Phenomena that in the normal state are so 
subtle as to be almost invisible become more évident in mo
ments of extraordinary crisis by virtue of their exaggeration. 
The physician does not study galvanism in its rare natural 
occurrences; he multiplies it by expérimentation, in order to 
study it more easily, since it is the case that the laws studied 
in this exaggerated state are identical to those of the natural 
state. The same for the psychology of man, which should 

base itself above ail on the study of man’s madness, his 
dreams, hallucinations and ail those curious absurdities that 
we find on every page of the history of the human spirit.41

Hélène Smith’s inclusion in a book on Symbolist art, a 
subtle act of anachronistic subversion on the part of a Surrealist 
author, points provocatively to the necessity of considering the 
rôle of mediumship and mediumistic creativity for Symbolism, 
and invokes a very particular lineage for Surrcalism. And it sug- 
gests that both scientific spiritism and French experimental psy
chology, and above ail the new disciplines paradigmatic patho
logical method, should be seen as intellectual preconditions for 
a revaluing of otherness in the period. Smith’s work, then, is a 
wedge into a hetter understanding of a confluence of seemingly 
contradictory philosophies and modes of thinking and doing— 
spiritism and positivism, religion and science, Symbolism and 
Naturalism. And it furthermore suggests the intellectual and 
historical conditions out of which emerged a newly invigorat- 
ed interest in otherness, in médiums and ail those “madmen, 
primitives and children,” the inspiration of whose work would 
virtually corne to define avant-gardism in the twentieth century.
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